ARAŞTIRMA MAKALENIN YAZIM STILI / WRITING STYLE of RESEARCH PAPER

Başlık ve Özet Yazımı / Title and Abstract Writing

Title of English
Türkçe Başlık

Abstract (A maximum of 200 words should be written.)
Objective:
Materials and Methods:
Results:
Conclusions:
Keywords: (A maximum of 5 words should be written in alphabetical order.)

ÖZET (İngilizce Özeti yansıtmalı)
Amaç:
Materyal ve Metot:
Bulgular:
Sonuç:
Anahtar Kelimeler: (Alfabetik sırada İngilizce anahtar kelimeleri yansıtmalı.)

ANA METİN / MAIN TEXT

INTRODUCTION (A maximum of 400 words should be written.)

MATERIALS AND METHODS (The method section should be supported with italic and bold subheadings. In the first paragraph, the Ethics Committee Approval should be written.)

RESULTS (After the tables/figures are explained by referring to a paragraph, the relevant table/figure should be placed.)

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION (It should be written with current references covering the last 5-6 years (minimum 80%).)

Additional Information (Additional information should be written in the style below)

REFERENCES (It should be written according to the GUIDE FOR AUTHORS.)

Examples for additional information (Before References):
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declaration, guidelines, etc. For Review: Editor invited to review. Ethics committee approval is not required).
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